
Mona Vale, 36 Rednal Street
What A Position - Rare Protected Cove - North East
Absolute Deep Waterfront

When you know - you know!  Boaties will appreciated how special this protected
and sought after bay is.

Chosen for its sun-drenched, protected northerly aspect and magnificent views
this generational holding affords one of the closest positions to the water's edge
with excellent waterfront facilities that include a jetty, deep water berthing and
slipway.

Quite likely one of the most tightly held, north east facing deep waterfront
positions on Pittwater.  From humble beginnings as a boat shed weekender circa
to the glamorous and opulent waterfront estate that it has become spanning
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almost 1,000sqm of prime northern beaches land.

An irreplaceable and much admired position, paying homage to stunning Art
Deco architecture; P&O hallmarks of a modernist era influenced by international
trends yet forever timeless in appeal.

Emphasising functionalist style; curved corners and incredible attention to detail
create understated sophistication and elegance that complements the inviting
coastal setting and a unique environment that creates harmony for family with a
feeling of balance and comfort.

The best of the best has finally come to market - this is truly a once in a lifetime
opportunity for the discerning.

Disclaimer:
All information contained herewith, including but not limited to the general
property description, price and the address, is provided to LJ Hooker Mona Vale
by third parties. We have obtained this information from sources we believe to
be reliable; however, we cannot guarantee its accuracy. The information
contained herewith should not be relied upon and you should make your own
enquiries and seek advice in respect of this property or any property on this
website.
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